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Our patented technology increases efficiency of an enterprise in education,
medical, project development, and more fields. The platform is implemented
as Business Architecture Sandbox for Enterprise (BASE) with a rich set of
services. The services are enhanced with AI components providing
Conversational Semantic Decision Support (CSDS).

How this works
The system (BASE) serves as a partner in a conversational research,
development, and decision-making processes.
1. A user starts a conversation with a paragraph or two describing
user’s area of interest, so called “knowledge domain”..
The system uses semantic technology to outline the main
concepts or topics in user’s input.

2. Then the BASE is looking for the most relevant branches in the
existing semantic knowledge graph trying at least partially
understand the user.
3. This understanding can be very limited, especially in the beginning
of using the system in a new knowledge domain.
4. Following the found knowledge branches the system will ask for
confirmation or more often approach a user with clarification
questions.
It is expected that the semantic knowledge graph will not be ideal from the
beginning and would require a human touch by a Subject Matter Expert
(SME). The BASE offers a powerful Semantic Editor helping SME to clean and
improve the graph.
At each successful loop of this conversation the system will select one or
more branches of the knowledge graph coming closer to the knowledge
branch that identify user’s intent and providing a user with detailed
information according to user’s intent.
At each unsuccessful loop the system will ask for more data sources to
enhance the knowledge repository.
The main steps of growing the knowledge tree are illustrated below.

The current implementation has all the mechanisms and services described
above, although there is still work ahead on improving precision and quality
towards specific targets provided by clients.
Why conversation?
Google offers links and a searcher choose the best slowly moving up the
path.
When people talk they shortcut this process by asking questions.

We establish such conversations with the Conversational Semantic Decision
Support – see AskCSDS.com
Check the Semantic Graph that covers Internet Technology Summit Program
You can see the internal link “Talk to our consultants” – actually AI
Assistant, but if anyone from human-consultants online – they also can
participate in this chat.
There must be a generic set of questions related to the generic properties
of the model of a selected domain
We should set these questions as a core of a decision tree for AI
Assistant; from each core question there should be branches (discovered
by search) ended by a leaf (answer)
Subject Matter Experts (SME) can use the Semantic Editor to deal with
topics / concepts stored to add/delete concepts, modify the model –
add/delete properties and helping conversion to ontology.

How ontology helps in the conversation?
Ontology is the most complete way to describe the domain knowledge.
Ontology presented as a graph of connected branches and leaves.
There are methods to calculate which branch or even a leaf is the closest fit
to the user’s request.
If this is not leaf but a branch – the branch must be connected to a set of
questions for a user to clarify further and eventually find a leaf = solution.
Feedback: If none of existing branches match criteria, the system sends the
request to a knowledge engineer with the request to create a new branch.

The alternative is the request to the cloud with the automatic search on the
Internet for the new branch.
(BASE has this alternative service).
Relevant links:
http://itofthefuture.com | https://captureknowledge.org | http://dabhand.us
https://patents.justia.com/inventor/yefim-zhuk

